INDONESIAN HERITAGE SOCIETY (IHS)
Photography Competition
The theme of the IHS 2020 Photography Competition is: “From Here to There”
This theme offers you broad scope of transportation in this intriguing country. Across
Indonesia, there are bicycles, motorcycles, cars, trucks, boats, carts and so many more!
The only qualification you need to enter the competition is to be an IHS member. No
special photography skills are required.
RULES FOR ENTRIES
1. Up to 6 different photos per person may be submitted
2. Entrants must be members of the Indonesian Heritage Society
3. Photos must be taken in Indonesia
4. Photos must be in landscape format
5. Printed Size: 20cm (height) x 30cm (length), glossy or matte
6. Digital Photos submitted must also be 20cm (height) x 30cm (length) in size and at
least 300dpi. Photos must be in JPEG format.
7. All submitted photos must contain the original EXIF metadata information.
However, there must be no border(s), logo(s), copyright marks, identifying marks, or
any other visible references and/or marks on the image.
8. Basic editing, including color enhancement, the use of filters, and cropping of the
photos is acceptable, provided any such editing does not affect the authenticity and/or
genuineness of the photos.
9. Advanced editing used to create illusions, deceptions and/or manipulations, and the
adding and removing of significant elements within the frame is prohibited.
SUBMISSION
1. Completed Entry Form containing photographers name and unique title
and location for each image submitted
2. Flashdrive (USB) or CD containing digital images, in high resolution format as
detailed above
3. Printed photographs: landscape 20cm (height) x 30cm (length), glossy or matte
JUDGING
1. IHS will appoint a judge/judges for the contest.
2. The judge/judges shall assess and determine the winning photos. The results and the
winners will be announced on the IHS website and IHS Photography Exhibition.
3. The decision of IHS judging will be final and binding on all participants.
4. Photographs selected by the judges for inclusion in the IHS Calendar, must be
reprinted enlarged to 40cm (height) x 60cm (length).

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
1. Submitted photos must be original, created and/or taken by the contestant. It must
not contain any materials owned or controlled by a third party and must not infringe
the copyright, trademark, moral rights, rights of privacy/publicity or intellectual
property rights of any person or entity.
2. IHS respects photographers’ copyrights and copyrights shall remain vested with the
creator of the image. Upon making the submission, you grant IHS, worldwide, nonexclusive, royalty free, sub-licensable right and license to use, publish, reproduce,
display, perform, adapt, create derivative works, distribute, have distributed, print, in
whole or in part, in any form, in all media forms now or hereafter known, to promote
the contest, image, the photographer or for editorial or educative use.
3. The Photographer will be credited wherever the image is used.
IHS PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
1. Photographs will be framed by IHS and displayed for one week in
the Senayan Sentral 1 lobby
2. On the opening night of the IHS Photography Exhibition, there will be a popular vote
for a favorite photo.
3. Photographs on display during the IHS Photography Exhibition will be for sale to the
public. The photographer will receive 70% of the sale price and IHS will receive 30%.
Photographers can request in writing to have their photographs marked “Not For Sale”.
4. After the one-week IHS exhibition, IHS will display random selection competition
photos with their captions in the IHS library over the following 2-3 months.
5. Photos that portray or otherwise include content deemed to be contrary to the law,
religious, cultural and moral traditions and practices of Indonesia will not be displayed.

